We consider leasing variants of two classical N P -hard optimization problems, Vertex Cover (VC) and nonmetric Facility Location (non-metric FL). These contain the well-known Parking Permit problem due to Meyerson [FOCS 2005] as a special sub-case and can be found as sub-problems in many operations research applications. We give the first online algorithms for these two problems, evaluated using the standard notion of competitive analysis in which the online algorithm whose input instance is revealed over time is compared to the optimal offline algorithm which knows the entire input sequence in advance and is optimal. Our algorithms have optimal and near-optimal competitive ratios for the leasing variants of VC and non-metric FL, respectively.
INTRODUCTION
Many companies have stopped buying their resources and started leasing them instead. This has reduced their costs and provided them with flexibility not offered by buying. As a result of this flexibility, more complex decisions had to be made since more options were now available, including different prices for a single resource depending on the length and time of the lease in comparison to a fixed buying price. These options respect economy of scale such that a longer lease costs less per unit time. The aim is to decide which lease to buy when without making regrets in the future, that is, while minimizing costs. Should we know future demands in advance, we would make use of the wide range of offline approaches in the literature that would yield optimal leasing decisions. However, since demands are not always known in advance, leasing decisions are often made online. To better grasp the difficulty of such scenarios and make wiser decisions, many theoretical leasing models have been studied, the first of which was by Meyerson in 2005 who introduced a toy example problem, the Parking Permit problem (PP) (Meyerson, 2005) . Each day, depending on the weather, we have to either use the car (if it is rainy) or walk (if it is sunny). In the former case, we must have a valid parking permit, which we choose among |L| different lease types. At any time, lease prices respect economy of scale. The goal is to buy a set of leases in order to cover all rainy days while minimizing the total cost of purchases and without using weather forecasts. Interestingly, it turns out that providing a provably good solution to this simple problem requires a challenging algorithmic approach due to the online nature of leasing. To measure the quality of his approach, Meyerson (Meyerson, 2005) used the standard notion of competitive analysis that is commonly used to measure the performance of online algorithms (Sleator and Tarjan, 1985) . Given an optimization problem X, the worst case of the ratio over all instances of X between the cost incurred by an online algorithm Alg and the optimal offline algorithm is called the competitive ratio of Alg. An online algorithm with competitive ratio r is said to be r-competitive. Meyerson (Meyerson, 2005) gave a deterministic O(|L|)-competitive and a randomized O(log|L|)-competitive algorithm along with matching lower bounds for PP. A series of more complex leasing problems generalizing PP followed Meyeron's work. These include the leasing variants of classical N P -hard optimization problems found in various application areas, such as Set Cover (Abshoff et al., 2016) , metric Facility Location (Abshoff et al., 2016; Nagarajan and Williamson, 2013) , and edge-weighted Steiner Tree/ Forest (Bienkowski et al., 2017; Meyerson, 2005) . Unlike in the classical non- leasing setting in which when a resource is chosen into the solution, it can be used forever without incurring future costs, resources in the leasing setting have duration and expire. In order to further use a resource, it needs to be paid for. These leasing variants are natural generalizations that capture more realistic application scenarios. The leasing model by Meyerson has later seen a number of extensions, including lease prices changing over time (Feldkord et al., 2017) , leases with length and capacity (de Lima et al., 2017a) , and leases accompanied with penalties (Markarian, 2017) .
In this paper, we continue the algorithmic study of leasing problems by considering the leasing variants of two classical N P -hard optimization problems, Vertex Cover and (non-metric) Facility Location. As far as we are aware of, no online algorithms are known for them in the literature. In what follows, we define these two variants and state our result for each.
Leasing Vertex Cover
Definition 1. (Leasing Vertex Cover (LVC)) We are given an undirected graph G = (V, E) with |V | = n and node-weight function w : V → R + . There is a set L of different lease types each characterized by a duration and cost, and a sequence of edges of G arriving over time. A node can be leased using lease type l for cost c l and remains active for time d l . In each step t, an edge (u, v) arrives and LVC asks is to ensure that either node u or node v is active at time t, while minimizing overall leasing costs.
A problem related to LVC is the Online Vertex Cover problem (OVC) due to Demange et al. (Demange and Paschos, 2005) , in which the input graph is not known in advance and the nodes along with their incident edges are revealed over time. The goal is to construct a minimum weight subset S of nodes such that each arriving edge is covered by S (i.e., is incident to at least one node in S). Demange et al. (Demange and Paschos, 2005) gave upper and lower bounds depending on the maximum degree of the input graph for OVC. Our model in LVC is quite different, since edges are revealed over time, such that each edge may appear more than once and needs to be covered only at the current time step it arrives. LVC has deterministic Ω(|L|) and randomized Ω(log |L|) lower bounds on its competitive ratio resulting from lower bounds for PP.
Result 1. We propose an O(|L|)-competitive deterministic algorithm for LVC, which is asymptotically optimal and is based on a simple primal-dual approach.
Leasing Non-metric Facility Location
Definition 2. (Leasing Non-metric Facility Location (LNFL)) We are given an undirected connected graph G = (V, E) with |V | = n, node-weight function w :
There is a set L of different lease types each characterized by a duration and cost, and a sequence of nodes of G arriving over time. The distance d uv between nodes u and v of G is the total edge-weight of the shortest path between u and v. There are m nodes assigned as potential facilities. A facility node can be leased using lease type l for cost c l and remains active for time d l . In each step t, a node u ∈ V (client) arrives and needs to be connected to a node of G (facility) active at time t. Connecting node u to node v costs the distance d uv between them. LNFL asks to connect all arriving nodes, while minimizing overall leasing and connection costs. The Online Set Cover problem (OSC) due to Alon et al. (Alon et al., 2003) is a special case of ONFL in which the facilities are sets and the connection cost is 0 if the element belongs to the set and infinity otherwise. OSC has a randomized lower bound of Ω(log m log n) due to Korman (Korman, 2005) , where m is the number of sets and n is the number of elements. Hence, LNFL has a randomized lower bound of Ω(log n log m + log |L|) on its competitive ratio resulting from lower bounds for OSC and PP.
Result 2. We propose an O(lognlogm + log |L| log n)-competitive randomized algorithm for LNFL, based on rounding online a fractional solution constructed using a multiplicative incremental approach. The latter is a common technique used in many online covering problems, one of the first of which is OSC due to Alon et al. (Alon et al., 2003) . Our algorithm is based on the randomized algorithm for ONFL due to Alon et al. (Alon et al., 2006) , which adopts a similar technique.
Outline. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we address the offline variants of LVC and LNFL and give some preliminaries. In Sections 3 and 4, we present the online algorithms for LVC and LNFL, respectively, and evaluate their performance using competitive analysis. We conclude in Section 5 with some open problems.
OFFLINE MODEL & INTERVAL MODEL
In this section, we first address the offline variants of LVC and LNFL and then define a simplified model for the lease types, called the Interval Model, which we use throughout the paper.
Offline Model
Koutris (Koutris, 2010 ) gave a 6-approximation algorithm for the offline variant of LVC, based on a standard primal-dual approach. The latter is an offline algorithm for a generalization of LVC, the Leasing Set Cover problem, with (3d)-approximation ratio, where d is the maximum number of subsets an element belongs to. As for the offline variant of LNFL, we use the following transformation. An offline instance of Leasing Non-metric Facility Location can be transformed into an instance of the offline variant of Leasing Set Cover, in which elements are represented by n clients and subsets are formulated by taking all combinations formed by m facilities and |L| lease types over n time steps. There is an O(logn) approximation for the offline variant of Leasing Set Cover due to Anthony et al. (Anthony and Gupta, 2007) , based on reducing the latter to its corresponding multistage stochastic optimization problem. Note that a similar transformation between the online variants of LVC and LNFL is possible but yields a competitive ratio that is polynomial in m for LNFL. This can be done by applying the O(lognlog(m · |L|))-competitive randomized algorithm for Leasing Set Cover due to Abschoff et al. (Abshoff et al., 2016) . Moreover, Leasing Set Cover has a lower bound that depends on the number of subsets m, Ω(log n log m + log |L|). Hence, no online algorithm for Leasing Set Cover will yield a better competitive ratio for LNFL using this transformation.
Interval Model
We assume the following model, known as the Interval model due to Meyerson (Meyerson, 2005) , for the leasing options. Meyerson (Meyerson, 2005) showed that the interval model simplifies the original leasing model at the cost of a constant factor in the competitive ratio. This model has been adopted in all other leasing optimization problems studied thus far (Abshoff et al., 2016; Bienkowski et al., 2017; Nagarajan and Williamson, 2013) .
LEASING VERTEX COVER
In this section, we present a deterministic online algorithm for LVC and show its competitive analysis.
Online Algorithm
We formulate LVC as an integer linear program (see Figure 1 ). Nodes are represented as triplets, such that node u ∈ V with lease type l at starting time step t is denoted as (u, l,t) . The collection of all these triplets is denoted as V . x (u,l,t) is a primal variable indicating whether (u, l,t) is bought (= 1) or not (= 0). c l is the cost of lease type l and d l is its duration. w u is the weight of node u. Edges are represented as pairs, such that edge (u, v) ∈ E arriving at time t is denoted as (uv,t) . Recall that an edge may appear at more than one time step. The collection of all these pairs is denoted as D. When an edge (u, v) arrives at time t, (i) increase its dual variable y (uv,t) until the dual constraint of a triplet covering time step t corresponding to one of its endpoints becomes tight.
(ii) set the primal variable x (u,l,t) corresponding to every tight dual constraint to 1.
Competitive Analysis
Algorithm 1 constructs a feasible dual solution, since it never violates the dual constraints -it stops increasing the dual variables as soon as a constraint is tight. Furthermore, since the algorithm makes sure the primal variable of at least one endpoint covering time step t of each edge arriving at time t is set to 1, the primal solution constructed is also feasible. It remains min ∑ (u,l,t)∈V
x (u,l,t) · c l · w u Subj to: ∀(uv,t ) ∈ D : Since the dual constraint is tight for each (u, l,t) ∈ P, we have
y (uv,t ) Summing up over all triplets in P, we get
1 Assuming the interval model, we have that on each day t, there are exactly |L| leases covering time step t. Since each edge can be covered by at most two nodes, the algorithm can only set the primal variables corresponding to at most 2 · |L| triplets to 1. Thus,
1 ≤ 2 · |L| By Weak Duality theorem, we have that any feasible dual solution is a lower bound to any feasible primal solution, including the optimal primal solution. This completes the analysis and the theorem below follows.
Theorem 1. There is an O(|L)|-competitive deterministic algorithm for Leasing Vertex Cover.
LEASING NON-METRIC FACILITY LOCATION
In this section, we present a randomized online algorithm for LNFL and show its competitive analysis.
Online Algorithm
We formulate LNFL as follows. We are given a bipartite graph G = (A ∪ B, E) , where A contains the set of n nodes and B contains the set of m potential facilities of the input graph G, and a root node r. Nodes have no weights in G. The edge set E is weighted and formed as follows. There is an edge between each node in A and each node in B. An edge (u, v) between node u ∈ A and node v ∈ B has cost equal to the distance d uv between nodes u and v in G (cost of edge (u, u) is set to 0). There are |L| edges between each node u in B and root node r, corresponding to each of the lease types. Leases are structured according to the Interval model described earlier. There is a cost associated with edge (u, r) of lease type l, equal to (c l · w u ), where c l is the cost of lease type l and w u is the weight of node u in G. In each step, a node from A arrives and needs to be connected to r. The online algorithm needs to ensure that there is a path between each arriving node to r at the time of arrival, while minimizing the total costs. We denote by c e the cost of edge e. The algorithm assigns to each edge e of G associated with a time interval and lease type, a fraction f e , initially set to 0. We define the maximum flow between two nodes u and v to be the smallest total fraction of edges which if removed would disconnect u from v. These edges form a minimum cut. When a node arrives at time t, the algorithm disregards:
• all edges whose lease does not cover time t
• all edges between nodes in A that previously arrived and all nodes in B w A random variable µ is chosen as the minimum among 2 log(n + 1) independent random variables, distributed uniformly in the interval [0, 1]. All logarithms are to the base 2. We say a node u arriving at time t is connected to r if there is a path of leased edges covering step t from u to r. The steps of the algorithm upon the arrival of a new node are depicted in Algorithm 2 below.
Competitive Analysis
Algorithm 2 ensures a feasible integral solution upon its termination, due to Step (iii). It also constructs a feasible fractional solution in Step (i). We manage to Algorithm 2: Online Randomized Algorithm for LNFL.
Input. Graph G and node u arriving at time t Output. Set of leased edges covering step t When u arrives, (i) If u is connected to r, do nothing.
Else, while the maximum flow between u and r is less than 1, -compute a minimum cut C between u and r -increment the fraction f e of each edge e ∈ C with the equation:
(iii) If u is not connected to r, lease the edges of a path from u to r of cheapest cost.
bound the cost of the fractional solution constructed in terms of the cost of the optimal integral solution (Lemma 1). We also show that the cost of our integral solution constructed can be bounded in terms of the cost of our fractional solution (Lemma 2) and conclude the competitive ratio of the algorithm.
Let E be the collection of all leases the algorithm can purchase, that is, all edges associated with all time intervals and all lease types. We refer to edges in E as edge-intervals.
Lemma 1. The cost of the algorithm's fractional solution C f rac is at most O(log(m · |L|)) · Opt, where
Opt is the cost of the optimal integral solution.
Proof. The fractional solution constructed has cost:
Consider an iteration in which the algorithm is given a node u that is not connected to r. We show that every increment the algorithm performs can be upper bounded by 2. Notice that the algorithm performs an increment only if the maximum flow is less than 1. Hence the edges of every minimum cut have a total fraction of less 1 before an increment. Let C be a minimum cut between u and r. The total fractional cost added by the edge-intervals of C is at most:
Now we need an upper bound on the total number of increments the algorithm performs. Any optimal integral solution must contain at least one of the edge-intervals of each minimum cut, by the definition of minimum cut. Let us fix such an edge-interval e in a minimum cut C e . The total number of increments needed to make the fraction f e 1 can be upper bounded by (c e · log |C e |). As soon as this fraction gets 1, its edge-interval can't be in any future minimum cut. Adding up over the set E opt ⊆ E of all edge-intervals of the optimal integral solution, we get: ∑ e ∈E opt c e · log |C e | Now we upper bound the number of edgeintervals in any minimum cut by (m · |L|). Fix a facility node v ∈ B. A minimum cut between a node u to r through v will either contain the edge-interval corresponding to edge (u, v) or the |L| edge-intervals corresponding to the edges from v to r. Since there are m edge-intervals from u to all other facility nodes and each of the m facility nodes has |L| edge-intervals to r, t |C e | ≤ (m · |L|) for all e ∈ E opt . Adding up over all edge-intervals of the optimal integral solution, we get: Proof. The algorithm purchases its edge-intervals in Steps (ii) and (iii) only. We measure the expected cost of the integral solution in each step. Let X e (i) be the random variable indicating the event that f e > µ for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 log(n + 1) . The expected cost E(∑ e∈E c e ) of all edge-intervals is at most:
This bounds the integral cost of the algorithm in
Step (ii). As for Step (iii), the algorithm performs it only if Step (ii) fails to connect the given node. Fix a node u that was not connected to r in Step (ii). The flow of a path is the minimum of all weights of the edge-integrals of the path. At the end of Step (i), the algorithm ensures that the sum of flows of all paths between u and r is at least 1. Hence, the probability that the algorithm fails to connect node u is upper bounded by the probability that µ exceeds the flow of each path from u to r. Fix a minimum cut C constructed at the end of Step (i). The probability that u is not connected is thus:
Hence, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 log(n + 1) , the probability that u is not connected is at most 1 n 2 . In Step (iii), the algorithm purchases edge-intervals of a cheapest path from u to r, which is a lower bound on the cost of the optimal solution Opt. This yields a negligible expected cost of n · Opt n 2 , for the at most n arriving nodes, and concludes the proof.
Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 ultimately lead to the following theorem.
Theorem 2. There is an O(lognlogm+log|L|logn)competitive randomized algorithm for Leasing Nonmetric Facility Location.
DISCUSSION & OPEN PROBLEMS
We have presented the first online algorithms, with optimal/near-optimal competitive ratios, for the leasing variants of two classical optimization problems.
Below is a summary of currently known results as well as our results (in bold) for LVC and LNFL, respectively.
LVC
• Online Lower Bound: Ω(|L|) (Meyerson, 2005) 
• Offline Lower Bound: 2 (Khot and Regev, 2008) 
• Online Upper Bound: O(|L|)-competitive (deterministic)
• Offline Upper Bound: 6-approximation (Koutris, 2010 ) (deterministic)
LNFL
• Online Lower Bound: Ω(log n log m + log |L|) (Korman, 2005; Meyerson, 2005) 
• Offline Lower Bound: Ω(log n) (Slavik, 1997) (deterministic)
• Online Upper Bound: O(lognlog(m · |L|))competitive (randomized)
• Offline Upper Bound:
O(logn)approximation (Anthony and Gupta, 2007) 
An interesting open problem is to close the gap between the offline lower and upper bounds for LVC. Another direction is to consider a deterministic algorithm for LNFL. While it seems hard to design a deterministic algorithm with a non-trivial competitive ratio for the latter since the algorithm for the online non-leasing variant of the problem as well those for most algorithms for related problems are randomized, it remains an interesting open question to figure whether it is possible at all.
Furthermore, most online (leasing) problems for variants of Facility Location assume an underlying metric and use the associated metric properties in the design and/or analysis of the algorithms (de Lima et al., 2017b; Felice et al., 2015) . It would be interesting to look at some of these variants such as Connected Facility Location, in the online (leasing) model, without considering an underlying metric.
